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Abstract 

The objective of this Master's thesis is to investigate maverick buying of Non Product 
Related goods at Medtronic and to develop improvement proposals in line with 
Medtronic 's business and SP&S 's department objectives. This report describes the 
reasons why maverick buying should be mitigated. Further by means of a survey the 
·motives that causes maverick buying are investigated, which are used as main specs for 
developing improvement proposals to mitigate maverick buying. The final project design 
is a temporary solution that is based on e-procurement technology. 
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Executive summary 
This research assignment has been conducted at Medtronic in Heerlen as Master's Thesis 
project within the Industrial Engineering and Management Science program at the 
department of Technology Management from the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

Research method 
This report is built up out of four steps: 

• Orientation 
• Analysis 
• Design 
• Implementation 

Orientation 

Medtronic worldwide 
Medtronic is the global leader in medical technology alleviating pain, restoring health, 
and extending life, which is the core competence of the company. 

Medtronic's current financial situation is very beneficial in contrary to other businesses 
situation nowadays. Besides the current financial situation the perspective for the future is 
that, not only the sales turnover in the current market, still increases, also the size of the 
market increases, which could mean an increase ofMedtronic's sales turnover. 

Medtronic's healthy financial situation results in an organization culture, which consists 
of lack of pressure to develop organization structures and processes. On the other hand 
the expectation for future is higher pressure on market prices, which can result in an 
increasing realization of the importance of the purchasing function. 

The Strategic purchasing & Sourcing department 
The SP&S department is responsible for purchasing mainly not production related items, 
as a centralized purchasing department in the EMEA region. The total spend in financial 
year 2005 was€ 351.7 million. 
The main goal of the SP&S department has been agreed to realize a reduction in NPR 
spend of€15 million in the EMEA region within a timeframe of three years. 
In order to reach this goal, the SP&S department set up a list of sub goals: 

• Reduction in the number of suppliers 
• Standardization of the ordering process 
• Optimization of the ordering process 
• Reduction in maverick buying 
• Increase the numberof(local, European and global) contracts 
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Assignment 
The SP&S department's most important activity to realize the €15 million reduction in 
spend, is negotiating prices during the contracting phase of the purchasing function. 
The ultimate product price depends on the volume purchased at the contracted supplier; a 
higher volume purchased generally means a higher discount. 
The SP&S department focuses from this point of view on single sourcing for NPR goods, 
to gain a discount as high as possible. 
During the orientation phase it is identified that Medtronic's internal clients purchase 
their goods not only at the preferred, or contracted suppliers, but also at non-preferred 
suppliers without a contract; this is better known as maverick buying. This problem leads 
to a split of the total purchase volume to several suppliers and results in a lower price 
discount at the preferred supplier. 
The SP&S department strives to decrease the extent of maverick buying in order to make 
more benefit of the discount agreements. 
This objective resulted in the following research assignment: 

Investigate maverick buying of NPR goods at Medtronic and develop improvement 
proposals in line with Medtronic's business and departmental objectives. 

Analysis 

Reasons for mitigating maverick buying 
Maverick buying causes the following problems: 

• Incomplete leverage of price discount at the preferred supplier. 
• Higher product prices. 
• Higherordercosts. 
• Higher invoice costs. 
• Unreliable reporting. 
• Improper or no legal contracts and conformed agreements. 
• Unusable internal product support. 

Extent of maverick buying to prove its existence 
To prove the existence of maverick buying the following commodities were investigated: 

• Office supplies. 
• Lease cars. 
• Hotel bookings. 
• Rental cars. 

This investigation resulted in the following percentages of maverick buying, respectively; 
77%, 9%, 68% and 32% of the total commodity spend has been identified as maverick 
buying. 
Maverick buying is especially hard to control for the SP&S department in commodities 
with relative a lot of people responsible for ordering. 
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Cost savings 

According to several research reports maverick buying occurs between 30% and 45% for 
NPR products at larger companies. 
Total extra costs related to purchases at non-preferred suppliers are on average between 
the 15% and 27% higher, in contradiction to an average purchase at a preferred supplier. 
The measured percentages of maverick buying for the four investigated commodities are 
on average 31 %, which is inside the research report's interval. 
Assuming that the SP&S department could reduce maverick buying with 20%, this would 
imply a reduction in spend between€ 2.8 million and€ 7 million each year. 

Motives for maverick buying 
A survey was used to reveal the motives for maverick buying and the maverick buyer's 
background, this resulted in the following points. 

17% of the respondents, which is 49% of the total motives for maverick buying, are not 
aware of the supplier contracts. The survey results shows that these maverick buyers were 
almost all persons, which are not directly linked to the SP&S department; management 
assistants, managers or project leaders. 
The other motives for maverick buying are: Incompetent supplier, long delivery time, 
inefficient order process, to many contact persons, bad pricing and poor quality. 

The conclusion can be made that maverick buying mainly occurs at Medtronic because of 
unawareness of supplier contracts. 
According to the survey results, internal clients experience poor communication of 
making aware of supplier contracts by the SP&S department. 

In order to mitigate maverick buying in the future, the SP&S department should improve 
their communication process to their internal clients and up-to-date supplier contract 
information should be provided. 

Theoretical solutions for mitigating maverick buying 
Based on the results above, literature is studied in order to develop improvement 
proposals to increase supplier contract awareness and mitigate maverick buying in 
general. This resulted in the advice of the following e-procurement tools; e-informing and 
e-onlering. 
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Design 
At the moment this graduate assignment was written, Medtronic United States set up a 
business case on global level for an e-procurement module, including an e-ordering 
system. Because this implementation most likely won't be implemented before FY 08, a 
tempormy solution has been advised. The temporary solution is a low budget web portal 
and can be used for providing purchasing information and as start portal to the preferred 
supplier's e-catalog. 

Implementation 
The implementation of an e-ordering and an e-informing tool isn't a simple process. In 
order to implement this project in a structured and successful way, it is recommended to 
start this project with an investigation, which lead to the understanding of the future Web 
portal adoption by the user. Technology acceptance model (f AM) was developed to 
explain future computer usage behaviour. By understanding future user behaviour, the 
web portal can be improved in order to increase the user web portal adoption in advance. 

In order to accomplish a successful e-ordering implementation is the following 
implementation plan developed, based on literature from Harink (2004) and Doome 
(2000). 

A 

Compile 
project 
group 

B 

Select 
applicable 
commodity 
group 
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Preface 
This report represents the result of a research, which was executed at Medtronic in 
Heerlen from August 2005 to May 2006. It is the outcome of a research project 
conducted on the issue of mitigating maverick buying at the SP&S department. The 
report is my Master's Thesis for the Industrial Engineering and Management Science 
program at the department of Technology Management from the Eindhoven University of 
Technology. 

The last 10 months were for me especially interesting, instructive and challenging; it was 
like a journey, which varied with moments of clear visions and moments of being lost. 
But every story has an end and "at last" my story as a student has eventually come to an 
end by writing this Master Thesis. 
I look back on a tough beginning period understanding the scope of this research, that 
evolves in a more outlined period when bringing this research to an end. 
And although writing this report was a lonely journey, I could not have accomplished this 
Master Thesis without all the support and advice of others. 

First of all, I am very grateful for the support, guidance and all the enjoyable moments of 
all my colleagues; Edwin, Eric, Mark, Jos, Geert, Jacky, Frank, Daniel and Marc. 
Especially, I would like to thank my company supeivisor, Eric Beenkens. Eric, thank you 
for always taking time to answer my questions and for our enjoyable conversations. Also 
I would like to thank my principal and second supervisor, Edwin van der Linden, for 
giving me the opportunity to do my final thesis within the SP&S department from 
Medtronic. 

Furthermore, I would like to thank my TU/e supervisors Jimme Keizer and Erik van Raaij 
for their critical suggestions and valuable input during my final thesis. 

Many words of thanks go to my study mates, Mathie, Johan and all the others, for the 
great time together in Eindhoven. 

I would like to thank my parents, which have been supporting me during all along my 
life. THANKS!! 

And last but not least I want to thank my girlfriend, Floor, for all the support and 
confidence in me. 

Bjorn Graven 

Maastricht, May 2006 
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Introduction 
During the past few years the purchasing discipline has changed in many companies. This 
is the result of an increasing awareness of the important contribution of the purchasing 
function to the company result. 
Nevertheless, there are still improvement jumps to make on operational purchasing level. 
A great concern is the percentage of the purchases, which are ordered at a supplier around 
the comer, instead of purchasing at the supplier, which is legally bound to the company. 
These unauthorized purchases, also called maverick buying, lead to a decrease of 
potential savings in the purchasing department. 

Although a lot of research has been done in how to reduce maverick buying, research in 
the motives of maverick buying is little. In this report is understanding the motives that 
causes maverick buying a main requirement to be able to develop improvement proposals 
that mitigate maverick buying. 

The composition of this report corresponds to the structure of this research project and is 
based on four phases described by Kempen & Keizer (2000); orientation phase, analyses 
phase, design phase and implementation phase. 
In the orientation phase, an ovetview of the situation at Medtronic worldwide and the 
SP&S department is described. 

This research report describes the following subjects: 
The orientation phase starts with a company description of Medtronic to sketch its 
cultural background in chapter 1. Chapter 2 describes the Strategic purchasing & 
Sourcing department's activities at Medtronic in order to clarify its problems caused by 
maverick buying. Further in chapter 3 the research assignment is discussed together with 
its research questions. Finally, an intermezzo is 
In the analysis phase maverick buying in the NPR I spend in the Medtronic EMEA region 
will be investigated (chapter 5) and based on these results potential solutions to manage 
maverick buying will be described (chapter 6). 
In the design and implementation phase is based on the collected information from 
Medtronic and the latest scientific research reports, the final project design will be 
developed and eventually followed by an implementation plan. 

Orientation 

HI Company 

Hl Purchasing activities 

H4 lmermezzo I 

Analysis 

H5 Maverick buying 

I H6 lntmnezzo II 

I H7 E-procinmem 

I H8 Intermezzo III 

Desism 

I H9Dmign 

Figure I: Four phases by Kempen & Keizer (2000). 

1 NPR means Non-Production Related 
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In figure 1 the classification of four phases and their corresponding chapters are shown, 
this model is further clarified in section 3.3.1. 
In the model are besides the already described chapters also three chapters, called 
Intermezzo. These Intermezzos function as flashback on the previous chapters to define 
the specs of the final project design. All the specs together can be defined as the 
framework in which the final project design has to function. 
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Orientation Phase 

Hl Company description 

H2 Purchasing activities 

H3 Assignment 

Intermezzo I 
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Chapter 1: Company description 

1.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes Medtronic 's worldwide situation2

; the first section gives a short 
Medtronic history, the second section explains the different key businesses, where 
Medtronic operates, the third section shows Medtronic 's financial numbers and in the 
last section of this chapter, Medtronic and its main competitors are ana/yzed. 

1.2. A short history of Medtronic 
Medtronic is one of the global leaders in medical technology, alleviating pain, restoring 
health and extending life, what is the core competence of the company. 

Medtronic devotes approximately 10 percent of its sales turnover to research and 
development efforts3

• To ensure that Medtronic continues to introduce innovative 
products and therapies, about 20 percent of the research budget is designated for new 
ventures. 
Medtronic today operates from more than 250 manufacturing facilities, sales offices, 
research centers, education centers and administration facilities that serve customers in 
120 countries. Medtronic World Headquarters is located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Medtronic's EMEA 4 operations are headquartered in Tolochenaz, Switzerland. 
Medtronic's today's main mission is: 

Medtronic 's main mission is to contribute to human welfare by application of biomedical 
engineering in the research, design, manufacture, and sale of instruments or appliances 
that alleviate pain, restore health, and extend life. 

1.3. Medtronic 's Key Businesses 

1.3.1. Medtronic Cardiac Rhythm Management 
Cardiac Rhythm Management (CRM) develops products that restore and regulate a 
patient's heart rhythm, as well as improve the heart's pumping function. The CRM 
business markets implantable pacemakers, defibrillators, cardiac ablation catheters, 
monitoring and diagnostic devices and cardiac resynchronization devices, including the 
first implantable device for the treatment of heart failure. In addition, the business 
markets automated external defibrillators - which are increasingly being placed in public 
places, such as businesses, airports, shopping centers and even homes - and the CareLink 
Patient Network, the industry's first Internet-based network to enable physicians to 
remotely monitor their patients who have cardiac devices. 

2 The source of the given information in this chapter is originated from Medtronic's annual report 2005: 
www .medtronic.com. 

3 Research and development expenses, see appendix 2; figure 2-2. 
4 Europe, Middle East & Africa. 
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1.3.2. Medtronic Cardiac Surgery 

Medtronic Cardiac Surgezy develops products that are used in both arrested and beating 
heart bypass surgezy. The business also marlcets the industzy's broadest line of heart 
valve products for replacement and repair, plus auto transfusion equipment and 
disposable devices for handling and monitoring blood during major surgezy, as well as 
cardiac ablation devices to treat a variety of heart conditions. 

1.3.3. Medtronic Vascular 
Medtronic Vascular offers products and therapies that treat a wide range of vascular 
diseases and conditions. These products include coronazy, peripheral and neurovascular 
stents, stent graft systems for diseases and conditions throughout the aorta, and distal 
protection systems. The business is also moving forward with the development of a drug
eluting stent to prevent rest enosis. Medtronic Vascular also markets a full line of balloon 
angioplasty catheters, guide catheters, guide wires, diagnostic catheters and accessories. 

1.3.4. Medtronic Neurological 
Medtronic Neurological offers neuro-stimulation, drug pumps and infusion therapies for 
chronic pain, Parkinson's disease and other common movement disorders. It also offers 
diagnostics and therapeutics for gastrointestinal and urological conditions, including 
incontinence, benign prostatic hyperplasia / enlarged prostrate and gastro- esophageal 
reflux disease. 

1.3.5. Medtronic Diabetes 
Medtronic diabetes products include internal and external glucose monitors and insulin 
pumps. 

1.3.6. Medtronic Spinal and Navigation 
Medtronic spinal and navigation develops and manufactures products that treat a variety 
of disorders of the cranium and spine, including traumatically induced conditions, 
deformities and tumors. Through the Bone Graft and Minimal Access Spinal 
Technologies, the introduction of infuse business has distinguished itself as a global 
leader in less-invasive surgical techniques. It also develops a variety of image-guided 
surgical navigation systems. 

1.4. Financial numbers 
Nowadays, Medtronic employs approximately 32,000 people worldwide and net sales in 
fiscal year 20055 is $10.055 billion, an increase of 11.6 percent from last fiscal year6

• 

This is a doubling in comparison with the figures of 2000. This growth is a result of 
continued new product introductions, marlcet share gains and the further expansion of 
many of the markets that Medtronic seives. 

5 Medtronic's financial year starts at the first of May and ends on the 301h of April. 
6 Financial numbers, see appendix 2. 
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Key new product offerings in fiscal year 2005 included the Intrinsic™ implantable 
cardioverter defibrillator, the Paradigm 515 and 715 insulin pumps for diabetes, and the 
Vertebral Body Spacer used in spinal surgery, as well as Medtronic's first fully 
rechargeable neurostimulator for pain management called the Restore™. The latest 
development for Medtronic on the European market is the receiving of the CE mark 
approval for the Endeavor Drug-Eluting Stent System, which means green light for 
selling the product on this market. 

1.5. Market analysis 
Medtronic is operating in a market, which is relative new and due to its innovative 
technologies and products a hard market to enter. Together with a few other companies, 
Medtronic is one of the world leaders in medical technology market. In comparison to the 
most other markets, where companies' first thought was surviving the last years, the 
medical technology market experienced not only higher sales, but also a growing 
salesmarket. This resulted in continuous company and financial growth of approximately 
10% each year. 

Despite of these positive company results, it has its repercussion on the purchasing 
department. The healthier the financial situation, the less important financial savings will 
be experienced within the company. The SP&S main goal is to realize savings based on 
the same quality. In order to reach their main target; price negotiations and process 
improvement are developed. Further, these improvements aren't operated according the 
implemented procedures by the internal clients of the SP&S department, due to lack of 
pressure from top-management to force employees to adopt SP&S improvements and so 
eventually improve Medtronic's financial situation even further. 

Medtronic's healthy financial situation results in an organizational culture, which 
consists oflack of pressure to develop organizational structures and processes. 
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Chapter 2: Strategic Purchasing and 
Sourcing activities at Medtronic 

2.1. Introduction 
In the chapter before is Medtronic 's current situation described as regards to the main 
mission, key products, financial numbers and a short market analysis. In this chapter the 
situation at Strategic Purchasing and Sourcing department at Medtronic Heer/en is 
described to get a better insight in the SP&S activities. 

2.2. Purchasing at Medtronic 
The purchasing function in the Medtronic organization is divided in two parts: 
1. Purchasing of production related (PR) products and services and 
2. Purchasing of non-production related (NPR) products and services. 

The production related goods7 are products and services, which are used in the primary 
production process. The PR products are often called BOM goods; bill of material goods, 
because these products make part of the product list or BOM list8• 

Purchasing of strategic9 PR goods is directed by the Medtronic's headquarters in 
Minneapolis and ordered in the production facilities and distribution centers around the 
world by professional buyers. 
Purchasing of minor important PR products, like packaging and manuals, is not only 
directed by Medtronic' s headquarter but also by the production facilities and distribution 
centers. 

The non-production related goods1° are products and services, which support and 
facilitate the company, for instance; lease cars, office supplies and real estate11

• 

NPR products are only being ordered by professional buyers in case of order values 
above € 500,-. There is no strict buyer profile for order values below € 500,- , but in most 
cases the departmental secretary is responsible for ordering these products. 

7 Purchasing procedure according to the PR goods; see appendix 5. 
8 A BOM list presents all parts, sub-assemblies and raw materials to manufacture the product. 
9 Strategic PR goods in sense of. Core parts of the product. parts with high quality assurance and high total 

value parts, high degree of supplier involvement in the product development process. 
10 Purchasing procedure according to the NPR goods; see appendix 5. 
11 Commodity list NPR goods; see appendix 6. 
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2.3. SP&S department 
The strategic purchasing & sourcing department, where this project is executed, is a 
subdivision of the European Operational Center (EOC) in Heerlen, as a part of the Swiss 
Principal organization, which is headquartered in Tolochenaz, Switzerland. 

The current SP&S department is responsible for controlling and optimization of the 
purchasing function of some minor important production related materials and the not 
production related goods, within the EMEA region. 

In the financial year (FY) 2005, there was a total spend in responsibility of the SP&S 
department of € 351. 7 million in the EMEA region The total spend can be divided in 
several commodity spends, which are shown in figure 2-1. 

■ Transport □ Real Estate 

■ 3rd Parties Finished Goods 

Figure 2-1: SP&S spend responsibility FY 05 

The main goal of the SP&S department has been agreed at the beginning ofFY 2003 with 
the Vice President of the EOC to realize a reduction in NPR spend of €15 million in the 
EMEA region within a timeframe of three years. 
The department's core activity to reduce spend is negotiating supplier contracts on 
global-, EMEA-, national-, or local- level. 

B.J.M. Graven 8 
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Figure 2-2: Organigram Medtronic Heerten SP&S department 

The SP&S department is organized as is shown in figure 2-2. Principal of this project is 
the director of the SP&S department and is responsible for controlling and optimization 
of the purchasing function. The purchasing managers and buyers are responsible for one 
or more commodities. One purchasing manager is responsible on strategic and tactical 
level for the commodity and one buyer is responsible for that same commodity on 
operational level. 

2.4. Centralized versus decentralized structure 
In relation to this project the choice to make use of: either a centralized purchasing 
structure, or a decentralized purchasing structure has great effect on the extent of 
maverick buying. 

Decentralized purchasing structures are particularly attractive in multi-unit companies, 
where each business unit purchases products that are unique and markedly different from 
those of the other units. In this case economics of scale would provide only limited 
saving potentials. In this kind of organizational structure the purchasing department aims 
especially on product quality and internal customer orientation. 

In centralized purchasing structures operate purchasing managers on tactical and strategic 
level. Decisions on product specification, supplier selection and supplier contracts are 
made centrally and meant for all the different business units. 

B.J.M. Graven 9 
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The main advantage of the centralized structure is the fact that by coordination of 
purchasing, economy of scale can be reached. 
A further advantage of adopting coordination is the natural realization of product and 
supplier standardization. 
In spite of the advantages of this structure also a disadvantage has to be mentioned, 
namely maverick buying. The management and the buyers of the individual business unit 
has only limited responsibility for decisions on purchasing. Managers of these business 
units are often convinced that they are able to reach better conditions on their own and 
will act individually, in this way they undermine the position of the corporate purchasing 
department. 

In contradiction to the earlier years, when Medtronic EMEA was a decentralized 
purchasing structure, Medtronic business units negotiated best prices parallel on each 
other, even with the same supplier. 

Medtronic EMEA nowadays strives to a centralized structure, where the SP&S 
department operates as a central purchasing group at strategic and tactical level 12 to create 
regional, European or even global contracting. 
On operational level; the senior buyers, buyers and associate buyers in the different 
countries of EMEA are active to order the internal requests. 
The disadvantage of maverick buying originate as a result of the management of the 
individual business units, which are convinced they are able to negotiate better conditions 
on their own. This is especially hard to control due to lack of pressure :from top
management to force employees to adopt SP&S policies, procedures and improvements 
and so eventually improve Medtronic's financial situation even further. 
This problem undermines the corporate purchasing department and leads to lower 
economy of scale. 

2.5. Levels of tasks, responsibilities and authority 
According to van Weele (2002), purchasing can be divided into three purchasing levels 
concerning tasks, responsibilities and authority: 

1. Strategic. 
2. Tactical. 
3. Operational. 

2.5.1. Strategic level 
At this level, long-term decisions are made, which influence the market position of the 
company. These decisions are related to the whole purchasing department strategy and 
normally made by the top management; purchasing director EMEA and also on advice of 
the purchasing managers. 

12 Further explanation on purchasing levels; see section 2.5 
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Some purchasing decision examples on this level are: 
• Development and issuing of guidelines, procedures and task descriptions. 
• Decision-making on; long term contracts, preferred suppliers, major investments, 

adoption of supplier strategy based on multi- versus single sourcing. 
• Development and implementation of performance management tools. 

2.5.2. Tactical level 
Decisions at this level are related to the purchasing function and affecting product, 
process and supplier selection within a time horizon of one to three years. In the SP&S 
department the purchasing director EMEA and the purchasing managers are allowed to 
make these decisions also on advice of the buyers. 
Examples at this level are: 

• Selection and contracting of suppliers. 
• Adopting and conducting certification programs (in co-operation with others 

departments). 

2.5.3. Operational level 
The operational level includes all the activities related to ordering and expediting. At this 
level responsibility at Medtronic EMEA is in hands of the senior buyers, buyers and 
associate buyers. 
Examples at operational level are: 

• Execution ordering process. 
• Monitoring and evaluation of supplier performance. 
• Troubleshooting; solving daily problems. 

2.5.4. Medtronic's strategic goals 
The overall strategic goal from the purchasing department is stated two years ago by the 
director of EOC to reduce purchasing costs with 15 million euro within a timeframe of 
three years. 
To realize this reduction, the department set up several sub goals on strategic level, which 
have impact on operational level: 

• Reduction number of suppliers. 
• Standardization ordering process. 
• Optimization ordering process. 
• Reduce maverick buying 13. 

• Increase number of supplier (local, European and global) contracts. 

13 Maverick buying occurs when internal clients do not make use of company or corporate agreements and 
order goods and/or services outside these existing contracts; see chapter 5 for further explanation. 
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2.6. Development of the purchasing function 
Since the late 90's the awareness of the additional value of the purchasing department 
within the organization has still been rising. During these decades purchasing becomes 
more mature as a business function in the organization. This development process has 
been described by Keough (1993) and further developed by Weele (2002) as the six-stage 
purchasing and supply development model (figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3: Six stage purchasing and supply development model; Weele 2002 

The development of the purchasing function can be described as six development stages. 
The primary tasks in stage 1 of purchasing; securing the availability of the right materials 
and goods for production, NPR goods are considered to be of secondary importance, no 
explicit purchasing strategy is in place. Via the following stages two till five the final 
sixth stage is reached, during these steps efficiency and cost reductions will be increased. 
The stage six purchasing strategy is based on adding value to the end-user. In contrary to 
the first four stages, the last two stages are more external focused to create the most 
efficient and effective value chain (figure 2-4). This represents a significant shift away 
from tactical purchasing techniques toward a more strategic approach that can deliver 
long-term measurable value by reducing supply risk, improving margins, and tapping 
supplier innovation. 
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Figure 2-4: Moving from tactical- to strategic- purchasing; WeeJe, 2002 

The SP&S department's purchasing function can be classified as a stage three function 
with overlap to stage four. A clear classification is difficult to make in practice; stage four 
activities like; team based management, contract management and initiating projects 
based on total cost of ownership, are identified, but on immature level. This in 
comparison to the stage three and lower activities, which are on much more mature level. 
The current ambition of the purchasing director EMEA is to get through the sixth stage 
within five years from now. To reach this stage, the fourth and fifth stage has to be going 
on. To make the step to the stage five purchasing function this project examines the 
possibility to optimize the supply chain by implementation of e-tools for ordering. 
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Chapter 3: Assignment 

( 

Medtronic 

This chapter explains the content and objective of this research report, which was 
executed at the Strategic Purchasing & Sourcing department at Medtronic in Heer/en. 
The first section gives the background of the research, which leads to this assignment. 
The second section handles the research objective and the third section explains the used 
research method. 

3.1. Background of the research 
As can be read in the chapters before, Medtronic is a company, which operates in a fast 
growing healthcare-market. Not only the turnover inside the market, still increases, also 
the size of the market increases. The average natural lifespan increases as a result of the 
growing prosperity in the last decades, which means by ratio a higher number of elderly 
or aged people in need of medical help. And on the other hand the expansion of the 
prosperity worldwide will result in the current poor areas in future to make use of medical 
healthcare. 

Current financial figures may assume sky is the limit. Unfortunately, we are living in a 
dynamic world, which can be translated in the fact the market prices will not stay at a 
stable price level. 
Medtronic 's customers; hospitals and insurance companies, used to order products by the 
medical specialists to guarantee high quality level. 
In the future the expectation is that these organizations will professionalize their 
procurement function by implementing a purchasing department 

Besides the changes in the customer's organizations, there are governmental interventions 
that limit Medtronic's future situation, for instance, the government of France states 
maximal prices for selling medical devices on the French market. 

This probably results in an increasing pressure on Medtronic's sales prices as a result of: 
economy of scale, purchasing synergy, price transparency and governmental regulations 
in Medtronic's sales market. 
Although Medtronic is a vei:y healthy organization, it realizes the importance of the 
purchasing function, not necessarily in these days but surely in the near future. 

In order to proceed Medtronic's profit on the same level, expectation for future is 
higher pressure on Medtronic 's market prices, which can result in higher awareness of 
the importance ofMedtronic's purchasing function. 
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Medtronic has become aware that purchasing in general and supplier relationship in 
particular, represents an area for improving competitive strength. For the total business 
chain it can be said it is as strong as its weakest link and one of these links is the 
purchasing function 14

• And as mentioned before one euro saved in purchasing spend 
contributes directly to Medtronic 's profit margin. 

Looking back on this section, the conclusion is: If Medtronic wants to proceed its current 
profit margin; it has to anticipate on the increasing pressure in its sales market by 
reducing money spend in the purchasing area. 

Since the implementation of the SP&S department three years ago, the goal was 
reduction in NPR spend within the EMEAregion of€15 million within three years. 

SP&S's most important activity to realize this reduction in spend, is negotiating prices 
during the contracting phase of the purchasing function. 
The ultimate product price, depends on the purchased volume at the contracted supplier; a 
higher purchased volume means a higher discount. 
SP&S department focuses from this point of view on single sourcing for NPR goods, to 
gain a discount as high as possible. 

After interviewing operational buyers, strategic buyers and internal clients from the 
SP&S department, it is discovered that internal clients purchase their products or services 
not only at suppliers who are legally bound to Medtronic, but also at suppliers whit whom 
isn't agreed a contract; this is better known as maverick buying 15• 

For example: 
- The Italian Medtronic location applies their national contract on lease cars instead of the 

contract on EMEA level. 
- New employees responsible for ordering NPR goods are not aware of supplier contracts 

and ordering processes; it took two hours before a bouquet was ordered at a non
preferred supplier. 

- During informal conversations, several management assistants stated they have been 
maverick buying. 

The problem of maverick buying leads to a split of the total purchase volume to several 
suppliers and results in a lower price discount at the legally bound supplier. 

3.2. Research objective 

3.2.1. Definition of problem 
The SP&S department stated the following problems and opinions: 
• The SP&S department has stated there is in some extent maverick buying in relation 

to the NPR purchases in the EMEA region. 

14 Explanation of the purchasing function; see appendix 4. 
15 Investigation of maverick buying, like explanation of the definition of maverick buying, reasons to 

mitigate maverick buying and motives for maverick buying; see chapter 5. 
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• It is unclear how to lower the percentage of maverick buying. 

3.2.2. Research objective 
As initial concept for creation of the research objectives the above mentioned statements 
of the SP&S department were used. This leads to the following research objectives: 

• Find out the extent of maverick buying for the NPR commodities, which are bound to 
preferred suppliers. 

• Research the motives for maverick buying in relation to the above-mentioned NPR 
commodities. 

• Develop improvement proposals, which are focused on lowering the degree of 
maverick buying. 

3.2.3. Research assignment 
The described goals were agreed between SP&S department Medtronic and the 
Eindhoven University of Technology at the initiation of this research project. These goals 
resulted in the following research assignment: 

Investigate maverick buying for NPR goods and develop, based on these results, 
improvement proposals against the background of the business and departmental 
objectives. 

3.2.4. Research questions 

The research objective can be divided in the following primary research questions. 
► To what extent occurs maverick buying at Medtronic? 

=> See step5 in the research model in §3.3.1 figure 3-1. 
► What are the reasons to decrease maverick buying? 

=> See step5 in the research model in §3.3.1 figure 3-1. 
► What are the motives, which causes maverick buying? 

=> See step5 in the research model in §3.3.1 figure 3-1. 
► What is, according to literature, the best in practice solution(s) for decreasing 

maverick buying? 
=> See step 7 in the research model in §3.3.1 figure 3-1. 

► Is the Medtronic situation suitable for implementation of the best in practice 
solution(s)? 

=> See step 9 in the research model in §3.3.1 figure 3-1. 
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3.2.5. Constraints 
During the project the following changes will occur, which should be taken into account 
of this research project as a part of the specs of the final research design: 
• SAP implementation went live third ofNovember. 
• OB-10; is the electronic invoice delivery network from Open Business Exchange. The 

network replaces paper invoice processing with a secure, electronic and tax compliant 
service. OBlO allows invoices to be transmitted directly between suppliers' billing 
systems and Medtronic' ERP system, eliminating laborious and error prone data entry, 
while dramatically reducing the cost of processing invoices. 

• BAS-ware; automatic authorization system, which is linked to OB-10. 

3.3. Research method 

3.3.1. Research model 
The research project will be executed according to the research model (figure 3-1), which 
is based on the model from Verschuuren & Doorewaard (1995). The research model 
structures the different project activities and will be explained further below. 

I 

General 
O ·entalio 
Chapter] 

3 
Assignmetll 
&Appnach 
Chapter 3 

Figure 3-1: Research model based on Verschuuren & Doorewaard 

► Orientation phase 

The orientation phase consists of four orientation steps, which finish with a general 
overview of restrictions and potential improvement possibilities for the next step in 
the project. 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 
Step 4: 

B.J .M. Graven 

A general overview of Medtronic worldwide; market analysis, financial 
situation, company culture. 
Screening the purchasing department Medtronic Heerlen in assistance of 
interviews and desk research to get an insight ofMedtronic's purchasing 
process. 
Initiate the project assignment and the corresponding research model. 
An overview of the discovered specifications during the orientation 
phase, these will be translated into specs for the next step in the project. 
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► Analysis phase 

Step 5,6& 7: After gaining a general insight in Medtronic's current situation during 
the orientation phase, a theoretical backbone has to be developed to 
create a broader vision as regards to possible solutions and scenarios. 
More knowledge is wished in theories like: maverick buying, purchasing 
process, e-procurement. In contradiction to step 2, where a general 
overview is described, has steps 5, 6 & 7 the goal to make a deeper 
analysis of the processes; examine the attainability of EP 
implementation in Medtronic's purchasing process and uncover 
imperfections in the most favorable situation. 

Step 8: In step 8 is an oveiview created with the discovered specifications 
during the analyze phase, which are translated into specs for the final 
project design. 

► Design / implementation phase 

Step 10: Based on all the described requirements during this project a final 
project design for mitigating maverick buying is developed. 

Step 11: Research questions, conclusions and recommendations. 

3.3.2. Research methodology 
During this project the following methods are used for information collection: 

► Literature research 
Literature research is based on recent literature articles and white papers as an input 
to use the newest technology and theory solutions in this project. 

► Desk research 
This is data, which is collected from inside the company, like data from the old- and 
new-ERP systems (J.D.Edwards and SAP), e-mail, reports, and electronic documents. 
This data is only used after checking on validity. The method of checking depends on 
the kind of data; all data has been checked by inquiring the responsible employee and 
or supplier besides this numerical data is checked by taking randomized samples. 

► Obseivation 
Walk along during the work process and obseive the process steps to verify with 
described workflows or to obseive unforeseen bottlenecks in the process. 

► Interview 
Interviews are used to ask direct questions, which derived from the observation 
process. The interview has been supported by using an interview protocol, which has 
been developed based on literature from Emans (1990). Further methodology is 
provided in §5.6.1 and appendix 11. 

► Questionnaire 
A questionnaire is used to discover the underlying motive for maverick buying and 
has been developed based on literature from Jansen & Joostens (1998). Further 
methodology is provided in §5.6.1 and appendix 12. 
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► Expert interview 
To get a better overview in the various EP applications available on the market and 
better understanding in the SAP system, expert interviews have been given with 
companies in these kinds of businesses. 
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Intermezzo I 
This Intermezzo junction as a moment to step back and define the specs that arise during 
the orientation phase. All the specs together can be seen as the framework in which the 
final project design has to junction. 

► The final project design must be an easy to use solution, because of the lack of 
pressure to adopt organizational structures and processes at Medtronic. 

► The final project design must mitigate maverick buying for the NPR spend at the 
EMEA region at Medtronic. 

► The final project design must be in line with the business and departmental 
objectives, policies and procedures; especially support the main SP&S department's 
main goal to reduce the NPR spend within the EMEA region with € 15 million 
within a timeframe of three years. 

► The final project design must compatible with SAP, Bas Ware and OB-10. 
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Analysis phase 

H4 Maverick buying 

Intermezzo II 

H5 Solutions 

Intermezzo III 
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Chapter 4: Maverick buying 

4.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapters of this research report the orientation phase of the project is 
described. In the following four chapters the analysis phase will be described. This 
chapter starts with explaining the definition of maverick buying, reasons for mitigating 
maverick buying, proving the existence of maverick buying and investigates its motives. 

4.2. Definition of maverick buying 
As already mentioned, scientific research in maverick buying till now is very poor, 
although on internet a lot of hits can be found on the term maverick buying. After 
scanning these hits, two different kinds of definitions have been found: 

I) Maverick buying occurs in case of any company or employee purchase that does not 
meet a company's purchasing policy. This includes using off-contract methods of 
procurement and non-authorized purchases 16• 

2) Maverick buying occurs when internal clients do not make use of company or 
corporate agreements and order goods and/or services outside the scope of these 
existing supplier contracts 17

• 

The difference of these two definitions is that the first definition has a broader scope than 
the second one. 
The first definition includes not only: 

I) Off contract purchasing; ordering products and/or services at a not legally 
bound supplier, but also 

2) Not in compliance with the order process; for example ordering products 
and/or services at the (preferred) supplier by telephone, instead of ordering 
by telephone using a SAP purchase order, and 

3) Not in compliance with the business policy; for example flying business class 
instead of economy class. 

In the second definition of maverick buying there is only one issue, which has to be taken 
into account, namely: do the internal clients orders at the preferred suppliers or not. 
In this research project the second definition of maverick buying is used, and is based on 
two reasons: 

Maverick Buying occurs when internal clients do not make use of company or corporate 
agreements and order goods and/or services outside the scope of these existing supplier 
contracts. 

16 See: Xenicon, Epedas, SdcExec. 
17 See: Buchholz, X-Solutions, BNG, Phptr, Wipro, van Weele 2002, de Boer et al. 2001 
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4.3. Reasons for reducing maverick buying 
In section 3.1 there is already mentioned why companies strive to lower the extent of 
maverick buying, namely to take full advantage of the agreed discount margins at the 
preferred supplier. Beside this reason, there are several other reasons discovered, which 
are described in§ 4.3.1.- 4.3.6. 

4.3.1. Costs related to extra purchasing process steps 
Maverick buying occurs as a result of the internal client assumes his/her price offer at a 
non preferred supplier is better in contrary to the offer at the preferred supplier. In reality 
this is not the case. Based on total cost of ownership it can be explained that despite the 
lower cost price of the product or service, the total costs of the product or service is 
higher than purchasing at the preferred supplier. The total costs of a purchased good is 
not only the product price, it also includes the labor costs for ordering and invoicing and 
further the legal and service agreements between supplier and buyer has to be taken into 
account. 
According to the purchasing process 18 extra process steps, that is extra time and effort, is 
needed for the specification, selecting and contracting phases in case of maverick buying. 
This is in contradiction to purchases in compliance to preferred suppliers, in which only 
the last three steps of the purchasing function has to be executed; ordering, securing and 
evaluation. 
In order to specification and selecting phases the internet/web was meant to sim.plify 
lives, the proliferation of options has only served to complicate it. It is investigated I that 
more than 40 percent of employees spend more time arranging for business services now 
than they did five years ago, and on average employees go to 4.2 different Web sites 
(each potentially with a unique login, password and look and feel) in the process of 
researching prices, schedules and other options. 

4.3.2. Order process 
The costs related to the order process may increase in case of maverick buying. Instead of 
ordering via a low cost e-procurement tool at the preferred supplier, the buyer may order 
by phone (manual) at the supplier around the comer. This implies higher order costs; 
approximately $ 64 for an average manual order, in contradiction to $ 20 for an order via 
an e-procurement tool or $ 14 for an order via the procurement card20

• 

4.3.3. Legal contract & conformed agreements 
An important part of a contract is legal- and other conformed- agreements. 
In case of a proper formulated contract, issues are described like; terms of payment, 
penalty clauses, warranty conditions and other responsibilities. 
In case of maverick buying, the buyer's main interest is to procure his or her wished 
product or service as soon as possible and doesn't take care of the other parts in a 
contract. This becomes just clear at the moment it is too late. For instance at first sight a 

18 Explanation of van Weele's purchasing process steps; see appendix 4. 
19 Lieberman research report about maverick spending, see www.sdexec.com. 
20 Relevant estimated costs according to order to receipt process; see appendix 8, table 8.2. 
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"cheap" cell phone is bought by maverick buying and after five months it is defect and 
buyer was not aware of a three month warranty period would be agreed at the moment the 
order was placed at the supplier. This would result in the fact that, either the buyer should 
order a new cell phone, or he should negotiate a new cell phone with the supplier. This in 
comparison to the situation with a preferred supplier, where these kinds of situations are 
described in advances how to handle with. 

4.3.4. Invoice process 
Not only the maverick buyer is in average longer in process for ordering a product or 
service, also account payable department, which is responsible for paying the invoice, is 
in average longer in process. Therefore are two reasons: 
1. Administrative work: The total work load, for invoice processing and report creation 

for each product, increases in case of an increase of the number of suppliers. 
► Processing an exception; costs in average 22.2 minutes extra to be processed21

• 

► Due to agreements between purchasing department and preferred sup~lier the 
number of invoices can be drastically decreased; up to 20% less invoices 2

, which 
comes down on a higher number of invoices due to maverick buying. 

2. Invoice costs: In case of high volume product purchases, its procure-to-pay process is 
set up in such a way invoice costs are as low as possible. In order to lower the total 
administrative workload, companies strive to minimize "manual or paper'' 
processing and instead of that, use electronic invoice to payment processes2

• In 
case of maverick buying, invoices mainly has to be paid with a paper invoice 
because of the supplier isn't included in the electronic invoice processes. In average 
costs a paper invoice $ 33, which is approximately 7 times higher as an electronic 
lllVOICe. 

4.3.5. Internal product support 
For a range of products, like; computers, computer peripherals, mobile phones and 
mobile phone peripherals is after purchasing some kind of support needed. The 
purchasing department in cooperation with IT department and the preferred supplier 
agreed a list of standard products supported by the IT department. In case of maverick 
buying it may occur the ordered product has the wrong specifications, which results in 
limited or no support. 

4.3.6. Reporting 
Reliable reports are a must for executing management and other tasks. 
As a result of maverick buying, there will not only be ordered at non-preferred suppliers, 
it goes also along with non-preferred order and invoice processes. This leads to 
situations, where information is put into the wrong data system or doesn't put into any 
data system at all and won't be taken into account in the appropriate report. For example 
in case of payments with credit cards during a business trip; afterwards these cost has to 

21 Process an exception; see appendix 8, table 8.1. 
22 According research from BNG. 
23 Relevant estimated costs according to invoice to payment process; see appendix 8, table 8.3. 
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be charged back, without a supplier name and a well-defined product definition. This 
kind of problem causes bad reporting, which causes in the negotiation phase of the 
purchasing process unreliable data for negotiating and further in unfavorable price 
agreement. 

4.4. Extent of maverick buying 
After formulating the definition of maverick buying and explaining why maverick buying 
should be stopped, it is clear what to measure in case of determining the extent of 
maverick buying at Medtronic. The procedure and results of these investigation steps are 
described in this section. 

A limited numbers of products/commodities will be selected based on four factors: 

Factor Factor choice explanation 

1. High value/spend: If maverick buying can be reduced, which results for instance 
in a 10% value/spend reduction, this profit is most interesting 
in case of products/commodities with high value/spend. 

2. High order frequency: Higher order frequency means more opportunities to do 
maverick buying, which means more information according 
to the investigation. 

3. High number of buyers: This factor is based on the assumption that more buyers for 
some kind of product/commodity provide more information 
according to motives for maverick buying instead of one 
buyer. 

4. Available data: Available data in various data systems and available from 
suppliers should provide the appropriate information for 
determining the extent of maverick buying. 

The required data to determine the factors 1, 2 and 3 are collected from the SAP system, 
account-payable's spend system and the supplier's reports, after which was determined if 
the available data provides the appropriate information to measure the extent of maverick 
buying. 
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The results of the determined factors are showed below. 
The three factors; spend, order frequency and number of buyers, are described for each 
commodity by a ranking from O till 6, O; is low, increasing to 6; which is high. 

Facility Products Production Supplies 6 6 

Transport & Freight Transport/Freight/Postage 5.5 6 

HR Other Profess. Setvices 5 3 

Travel & Mobility Lease Cars 4 2 

Travel & Mobility Airfare 4 5 
Markcom Convention expenses 3.5 3 

Travel & Mobility Ground Transportation (incl. Rental cars) 3 4 

HR Contractors (temp workers) 3 2 

Facility Products Machinery and Equipment 2.5 3 

Facility Setvice Maintenance 2.5 3 

HR Consultancy 2.5 2 

HR Training/Education & classes 2 2 

Travel & Mobility Lodging 2 5 
Markcom Printed matter (Marketing & Technical) 1.5 5 
JCT JCT/ Hardware 1.5 3 

JCT Telecom phone costs fixed lines 1.5 2 

Facility Products Office Supplies 1.5 6 

ICT Software 1 2 

ICT Mobile equipment and phone costs 1 4 

Facility Seivice Energy (Utilities) 1 2 

Facility Products Furniture 1 2 

JCT Computer Peripherals 1 4 
Facility Products Membership, books and spec. literature 1 2 

Facility Setvice Move 0.5 3 

Facility Setvice Catering 0.5 4 
Facility Products Equipment rental (Office & other) 0.5 3 

Facility Seivice Security Setvices 0.5 2 

Facility Setvice Cleaning 0.2 3 

Facility Setvice Waste/ Environment 0.1 1 

Facility Setvice Lawn Care 0.05 1 

Facility Seivice Archiving 0.05 2 
Table 4-1: Ranked commodities 
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Out of this table the following commodities are picked out after the first selection: 
1. Production Supplies 
2. Transport/Freight/Postage 
3. Other Professional Services 
4. Lease Cars 
5. Ground Transportation (incl. Rental cars) 
6. Lodging 
7. Office Supplies 

From the seven selected commodities during the selection, "Production supplies" and 
"Other professional services" decline, because these are production related products, 
which fall out of the scope of the research assignment. "Transport/Freight/Postage" is 
declined, because of the available information was too limited for determining the extent 
of maverick buying. 

Remaining commodities for investigation: 
1. Office Supplies 
2. Lease Cars 
3. Lodging 
4. Ground Transportation (incl. Rental cars) 

In order to investigate the extent of maverick buying for the selected commodities, for 
each commodity is the following data collected from Medtronic's SAP system, the 
supplier's information system and from Medtronic's invoice payment system: 

• Total money spend in the commodity 
• Total money spend at the preferred supplier 
• Timeframe of the data is 1 year; preferably FY 2005 

The percentage maverick buying per commodity is calculated by: 

(Total money spend in the commodity- Total money spend at the preferred supplier) 
Total money spend in the commodity 
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This resulted in the table belo~4
: 
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■ Maverick buying 

a In compliance 

Table 4-2: Spend structure per commodity FY 05 

Table 4-2 shows, that in case of lease cars there is a relative low fraction of maverick 
buying (9%) in contrary to preferred hotels (68%), office supplies (77%) and rental cars 
(32%). A possible reason for this situation is, that for lease cars relative few people are 
responsible for ordering lease cars, mainly one or two persons per location or country 
(50-75 buyer in the EMEA region). In case of preferred hotels, office supplies and rental 
cars there is at least one person per department responsible for ordering these kinds of 
products and or seivices (200 - 250 buyers in the EMEA region). 

More buyers; means more possible situations for maverick buying, and means a more 
difficult way for SP&S department to control maverick buying. 

4.5. Cost savings 
According to several research reports25 maverick buying occurs between 30% and 45% 
for NPR products at larger companies, like; office supplies, computers, travel, etc. In case 
of smaller companies the less formal the process, and for those non-manufacturing 
companies that do not see purchasing as a core competency, a 85% of NPR items are 
purchased by em~loyees visiting their local retail outlet. 
Total extra costs 6 related to purchases at non-preferred suppliers are on average between 
15% and 27% higher, in contradiction to an average purchase at a preferred supplier. 
The measured percentages of maverick buying for the four investigated commodities are 
on average 31 %, which is inside the research report's inteival. 
If this percentage inteival is used for the SP&S department to show in what extent the 
saving potentials can be expected, the following calculation can be made: 

24 For a more detailed investigation, see appendix 9. 
25 Aberdeen, E-marketplace, E-plus, Forumpa, Wipro, Phptr. 
26 These total extra costs include: product price, order costs, invoice costs and exclude the costs related to 

extra effort for reporting and costs resulting bad negotiation legal contract and conformed agreements. 
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Total SP&S spend of€ 362 million in FY 2005: 
30 - 45% from € 362 million => between € 109 million and € 163 million would be 
defined as maverick buying spend. 

By applying both additional costs percentages caused by maverick buying; 
15 - 27% from the maverick buying spend interval of€ 109 million till € 163 million. 

Q 15%: ~*15%= € 14 million, which implies the situation of less extent of 
115% 

maverick buying. 

Q 27%: ~ * 27% = € 35 million, which implies the situation of a large extent of 
127% 

maverick buying. 

A reduction in maverick buying till 0% would be an unrealistic thought. Improvement 
steps normally take a few years time before the maximum result of the improvement 
steps can be reached. 
Assuming that improvement steps will decrease the extent of maverick buying with 20%, 
this would imply a spend reduction between: € 2.8 million and € 7 million a year. 

4.6. Investigate reasons/or maverick buying 
After defining, explaining and proving maverick buying, it will be investigated in this 
section what the reasons are for internal clients to cause maverick buying. 

4.6.1. Methodology interview 
The investigation is started with applying interviews27 at 5 internal clients to get deeper 
understanding in processing orders and motives for maverick buying. 
The motives for maverick buying resulting from the interview are collected from; 
academic literature about e-procurement, personal train of thoughts and the interview 
results. At the bullets below the motives are described, namely: 

• Not aware of a supplier contract: 

• Incompetent supplier: 

• Long delivery time: 
• Inefficient order process: 

the internal clients doesn't know the existence 
of a supplier contract for a certain commodity. 
the supplier contact can't offer the required 
know how. 
the supplier has to long delivery time. 
the supplier's delivery time is with regard to 
other suppliers to long. 

• To many contact persons at supplier: the supplier doesn't have one regular contact 

• Bad pricing: 
person. 
the internal client has the opinion the supplier's 
price is higher with regard to a other supplier. 

27 The structure of the interview can be found in appendix 10. 
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• Poor quality: the preferred supplier's product quality is from a 
poor level. 

During the interviews the motive; not aware of supplier contract, was the most mentioned 
motive for maverick buying. 

4.6.2. Methodology survey 
Based on the interview information a survey28 is set up for SP&S's internal clients within 
the EMEA region for the biggest 7 countries, based on their spend. Besides motives, 
which could cause maverick buying for a range of commodities, personal information is 
tried to collect by use of the survey. 

The survey is developed in such a way, that not only the motives for maverick buying 
will be exposed, but also the respondent's background to compare these results and 
eventually to discover interesting insights in maverick buying, or to confirm logical 
assumptions. 
Qua exposing the internal client's background; age, experience in current job, function 
description, yearly spend, awareness of supplier contract, how the internal client has been 
informed and percentage NPR spend are questioned to investigate and discover, which 
group; young vs. old, experienced vs. not experienced, based on function description, or 
yearly spend, is most responsible for maverick buying. 
Qua exposing motives for maverick buying, the motives resulting from the interview are 
used and filled up with the possible selection "other reason". For each of the 26 NPR 
commodities the internal client has been asked to fill in the appropriate motive is suitable. 

Investigating maverick buying by using a survey can result in social desirable answers. 
This means respondents fill in what they think the researcher would make most happy, 
namely: no maverick buying. 
In the mind of the respondent he or she is being asked if he or she is doing something 
wrong and why he or she is doing something wrong. In such a situation it is possible the 
respondent fills in the answer, which lead to least resistance. 
To minimize this social desirability answering bias, the survey is set up in such a way, the 
respondent is being asked what his or her motives are for maverick buying so the SP&S 
department can improve its processes and activities in favour of the respondent in the 
future. In this way the respondent experiences the survey as a possibility to complain 
about SP&S's activities and processes, instead of being investigated by SP&S. 

In order to measure the reliability of the survey answers there are three questions in the 
survey that could result in the same answer, namely question 14, 15 and 16. 
- Are you aware of supplier contracts created by the SP&S department? 
- How were you informed about the supplier contracts created by the SP&S 

department? 
- In this question the motives are asked for maverick buying. 

28 The structure of the survey can be found in appendix 11. 
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In all of these three questions one of the possible answers is related to non-awareness of 
supplier contracts. There is chosen to for this motive, because the interview results 
showed that non-awareness of supplier contracts was mentioned most as motive for 
maverick buying by the internal client. 

4.6.3. Results 
The survey is distributed to 58 internal clients in the EMEA region, of whom 42 
responded (73%). 
From the 58 sent surveys to internal clients of the SP&S department in the EMEA region 
42 responded, 3 participants fell outside the scope of this survey; or because of none 
purchasing, or because of only PR products purchasing. The remaining 13 didn't respond, 
even after 2 reminders and or phone calls. The Italian participants didn't take part on the 
survey; the Italian buyers operate in the financial department and because of the end of 
financial year 06 in April they weren't able to participate in this survey due to high work 
pressure. 
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Response per courtry 
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France Germany Ireland Netherlands Spain 

Table 4-3: Response per country. 

Switser1and 

In this paragraph the most interesting results of the survey will be described29
• 

In order to reveal the average internal SP&S client, the survey results are analyzed to get 
a proper understanding of the internal client instead of a presumption. 
The following background information about the internal client is collected: 

1. Function description 
2. Extent ofresponsibility in NPR purchases 
3. Yearly spend 
4. Awareness of supplier contracts 
5. Inform supplier contract 

29 The extensive results of this swvey are described in appendix 12. 
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Assistant Manager Buyer Others 

Table 4-4: Function description respondents. 

Almost half of the respondents, 47%, are management assistant. Management assistants 
are mainly the departmental secretaries, which arrange the needs within the department. 
According to the smvey results, 82% of the management assistants are responsible for the 
total departmental NPR purchases. 

a O till 50 ■ 50 till 75 a 75 till 90 a 90 till 100 

Figure 4-1: ¾ Responsible for NPR purchases. 

The biggest part of the respondents is only responsible for NPR purchases, namely 64%. 
Looking further in the obtained data it appears 66% of the category "90 till 100" is 
management assistant (secretary). 
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Less than 1,000 

□ Between 20,001 and 50,000 □ More than 50,000 

Figure 4-2: Yearly NPR spend respondent 

The figure above shows the distribution in spends of the internal clients. 
In the category "More than€ 50,000", the data shows that 47% of these respondents are 
directly linked to the purchasing department (buyer or purchasing manager) and 21% of 
the respondents in this category are management assistant. 
In the category "Between € 20,001 and 50,000", the data shows that 86% of these 
respondents are management assistants. This means the group management assistances is 
not only a large SP&S client in ordering quantity, it is also a large SP&S client in relation 
to the total spend. 
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Table 4-5: Awareness of supplier contract. 

Awareness of supplier contracts is according these answers relatively high; 72%. The 
few who weren't aware of supplier contracts, namely 17%; are 66% management 
assistant, or other internal clients (34% ), who also aren't directly linked to the purchasing 
department; team leader, department manager, coordinator. 
From this point of view it can be concluded that 17% is not aware of supplier contracts, 
which means at least 17% of the respondents is maverick buying. 
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informed informed 

Table 4-6: Inform supplier contracts. 

One of the factors, which can be influenced directly by the SP&S department to mitigate 
maverick buying at the internal clients, is the awareness of the supplier contracts by 
informing the internal clients. 
Looking at the data, only 28% of the respondents are directly informed by the SP&S 
department. Looking further at this percentage of 28%, it shows that 62% of these 
respondents are employees who are directly linked to SP&S; purchasing manager, buyer 
and trainee-buyer. 
This means that most of the internal clients; not linked to SP&S, either isn't aware of 
supplier contracts, or is informed via others. 

A match can be mentioned in relation to the 17% group, which wasn't informed about 
supplier contract (table 4-6) and the 17% group, which wasn't aware of the existence of 
supplier contracts (table 4-5), 83% of the respondents are the same person in both groups. 
Both groups are likely maverick buying, because of the unawareness of supplier 
contracts. 
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a Incompetent supplier 

■ Inefficient order process 

■ Bad pricing 

■ Not aware of supplier contract 

a Long deliwry time 

■ To many contact persons 

a Poor quality 

■ No respons 

Figure 4-3: Motives respondents for maverick buying. 

Medtronic 

Figure 4-3 shows the results regarding the motives for maverick buying. The results 
enclose the motives for maverick buying of the response about all the 26 commodities 
treated in question 15 of the survey. 
70% of the answers are "Not applicable"; this implies that these internal clients order at 
the preferred supplier. 
15% didn't respond, which means that the remaining 15% has been responsible for 
maverick buying. 

Looking back at the tables and conclusions from 4-5 and 4-6, a discrepancy can be 
notified due to the percentage of awareness of the supplier contracts. In the tables 4-5 and 
4-6, 17% of the respondents accounted not being aware of supplier contracts in 
comparison to figure 4-3, where only 8% of the respondents are not aware of supplier 
contracts. The overlap between the three groups is 58%. 

Figure 4-3 shows a percentage of 15% maverick buying; this is relative low according to: 
- The results in literature; 30-45%. 
- The proven extent of maverick buying due to the investigated commodities; 77%, 9%, 

68%and 32%. 
- The results of tables 4-5 and 4-6; 17% and 17% for non-awareness of supplier contracts. 
Despite the undertaken actions to minimize the impact of social desirable answers, it still 
seems to be arisen. 
Assuming the real percentage of non-awareness of supplier contracts is 17% and the 
distribution of motives for maverick buying stays the same; the total extent of maverick 

buying increase from 15% to 32% (15 x 1 ½),which is according to literature a more 

realistic percentage. 
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The distribution of the 15% and 32% motives for maverick buying is shown in the table 
4-7'30: 

Mot1ve; 

Not aware of a supplier contract 
Incompetent supplier 
Long delivery time 
Inefficient order process 
To many contact persons 
Bad pricing 
Poor quality 
Other reason 
Total 

15% Distribution 
maverick buying 

8% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
0% 
1% 
1% 
2% 
15% 

32% Distribution 
maverick buying 

17% 
3% 
3% 
1% 
0% 
3% 
2% 
5% 

32% 
Table: 4 -7: 15% and 32% Distribution motives for maverick buying (Source: Results survey) 

The explanation for selecting "Other reason", can be summarized in the reason that most 
motives for maverick buying in this case were caused trough long delivery time during a 
project roll out. 

4.6.4. Summary 
- The SP&S internal client is a group, which can be divided in subgroups: 

Buyer (25%), manager (17%), management assistant (47%), others (11 %) 
- 82% of the management assistants are the only persons responsible for NPR purchases 

in the department. 
- 82% of the respondents do mainly NPR purchases (more than 75%). 
- In the spend category "more than€ 50,000" 47% of the respondents are directly linked 

to the SP&S department, and 22% are management assistants. 
- In the spend category "Between € 20,001 and 50,000" 86% of the respondents are 

management assistants. 
- 17% of the respondents is not aware of supplier contracts 
- How are the respondents informed about the supplier contracts? 

31 % via SP&S, SP&S informed 
19% via SP&S, own initiative 
19% via other colleagues 
1 7% not informed 
3% otherwise 

11 % no response 
- What are the motives of the internal clients, which cause maverick buying. 

17% not aware of a supplier contract 
3% incompetent supplier 
3% long delivery time 
1 % inefficient order process 

30 See figures 12-11, 12-12 and 12-13 in appendix 12 for more detailed results. 
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0% too many contact persons 
3 % bad pricing 
2% poor quality 
5% other reason 

4. 7. Conclusions 
Maverick buying causes not only incomplete leverage of price discount at the preferred 
supplier, as many people think and may also lead to much higher order costs and invoice 
costs, up to 7 times higher. 
Unreliable reporting, due to wrong order- or invoice-processes, leads to insignificant 
negotiations during the contracting phase of the purchasing process. 
In case of maverick buying, either legal contracts and conformed agreements have been 
forgotten to set up at all, or they have been set up in an improper way by an inexpert. 

If Medtronic would be able to reduce the percentage of maverick buying with 20%, this 
would imply a cost saving of approximately€ 2.8 million a year. 

Maverick buying is especially hard to control for the SP&S department in commodities 
with a relative high number of people responsible for ordering. 

17% of the respondents, which is 49% of the motives for maverick buying, stated that 
non-awareness of the supplier contracts is their main motive for maverick buying. The 
survey results shows that these maverick buyers were almost all persons, which are not 
directly linked to the SP&S department; management assistants, managers or project 
leaders. The ones, which are although linked to the SP&S department, are buyers outside 
the SP&S location Heerlen. 

The conclusion can be made that maverick buying mainly occurs at Medtronic because of 
unawareness of supplier contracts. 
According to the survey results, internal clients experience poor communication of 
making aware of supplier contracts by the SP&S department. 

In order to mitigate maverick buying in the future, the SP&S department should improve 
their communication process to their internal clients and up-to-date supplier contract 
information should be attended. 

The conclusion can be made, that maverick buying mainly occurs at Medtronic, because 
of unawareness of supplier contracts. 
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Intermezzo II 
This Intermezzo function as a moment to step back and defme the specs that arise during 
the previous chapter, maverick buying. All the specs together can be seen as the 
framework in which the final project design has to function. 

► The final project design must \;cc an .·easy to use solutio~ because of the lack of 
pressure to adopt organization~ stn:ic:tu~s .and processes at Medtronic. . . . . 

► The final project des~ · U1U$t 11Utigate•:.maverick . buying tor the NPR ~d af the : 
EMEA region at Medtro®~ : . . i. . . . . . . . . .. . ► The final project <resign must. ':Pe.·.· .. iri ··~ · with the business and departmental · 
objectives, policies and piwedures;. ~~ally support the main SP&S department's 
main goal to reduce the NPR speiid: within the EMEA region with€ 15 million within 
a timeframe of three years. 

► The final project design mustcQntpatible with SAP, BasWare and OB•lO. 

► The final project design must inform why the internal client has to mitigate maverick 
buying. 

► The final project design must be able to communicate problems, like quality issues of 
ordered products, procure to pay process issues, from the internal client to the SP&S 
department. 

► The final project design must be able to encapsulate e-procurement solutions or 
purchasing card solutions for ordering and invoicing. 

► The final project design must improve the awareness of supplier contract at the 
internal clients, especially those who are not directly linked to the SP&S department. 

► The final project design must decrease ordering lead-times. 
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Chapter 5: Potential solutions to manage 
maverick buying 
5.1. Introduction 
In chapter 4, it is concluded that; maverick buying at Medtronic is mainly caused by 
unawareness of supplier contracts by the internal clients of the SP&S department. After a 
literature research for potential solutions to manage maverick buying, e-procurement 
was mentioned by van Wee/e (2002), Harink (2004), de Boer (2001), Davila(2002) and 
Neef (2001) as nowadays most used tool for mitigating maverick buying by increasing 
awareness of supplier contracts and structuring order- and invoice- processes. 
In this chapter, the theory found in literature on the area of e-procurement will be 
discussed. The main goal is to find a solution to mitigate maverick buying, which is 
mainly caused by unawareness of supplier contracts at Medtronic. 

5.2. What is £-procurement 
In spite of the conventional order solutions, like: personal contact, telephone, fax, etc is, 
according to researchers in purchasing, nowadays e-procurement the best possible tool 
for many situations. 
E-procurement is a frequently used term in the world of purchasing; however a 
unambiguous definition is missing. A broad scale of definitions for electronic 
procurement has been adopted by different researchers, see table 5-1: 

Author · 

Remris & Santema 
,(2004) 

De Boer et al. 
(2001) 
Mindila 
(2004) 

Kim&Shunk 
(2003) 
Davila et al. 
(2002) 

Chaffey 
(2002) 

B.J.M. Graven 

Definition 

' .. an intra-organizational procurement process supported by 
network-based information systems' 

' .. using internet technology in the purchasing process' 

' .. a process that uses the internet and internet technologies to 
support the identification, evaluation, negotiation and 
configuration .. ' 

' .. an organization's procurement using the internet technologies.' 

' .. any technology designed to facilitate the acquisition of goods by 
a commercial or a government organization over the Internet.'. 

' .. internet based support of operational part of the purchasing 
process.' 

Table S-1: Definitions of electronic procurement 
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The term e-procurement can be split up in 'e', which stands for electronic, and 
procurement. The above-mentioned definitions line out different kinds of explanations 
for 'electronic'. Davila and Chaffey support the opinion, e-procurement is; supporting the 
purchasing process over internet, which is in difference with the opinion of Reunis & 
Santema, de Boer et al., Mindila and Kim & Shunk, who take the view e-procurement is: 
a procurement process using internet technology. Internet technology covers a broader 
conception and includes not only Internet applications but also intranet based solutions, 
like web portal for internal clients on intranet. 
The second part of the definition, procurement, is already discussed in appendix 4, 
purchasing theoiy, based on van Weele's literature. Also in this part of the term there is 
no unequivocality; Chaffey states in his definition procurement comprise the operational 
part of the purchasing process. Van Weele claims procurement is more than just the 
operational part of the purchasing process. 

Based on these perceptions the following definition is used in this project: 

E-procurement (EP) is an Internet technology based system, which supports the 
purchasing process. 

5.3. Classifying E-procurement 
According to de Boer et al. (2001) e-procurement can be differentiated in several kinds of 
e-procurement tools, which are based on different kinds of purchasing activities. De Boer 
et al. described the following e-procurement tools, which are explained deeper in 
appendix 14: 

► Web-based ERP31
; creating and approving purchasing requisitions, placing 
purchase orders and receiving goods and services by using a 
software system based on Internet technology. 

► E-ordering; the same as web-based ERP except that the goods and services 
ordered are non-product related supplies. 

► E-sourcing; identifying new suppliers for a specific categoiy of purchasing 
requirements using Internet technology 

► E-tendering; sending requests for information and prices to suppliers and 
receiving the responses of suppliers using Internet technology. 

► E-reverse auctioning; using Internet technology to buy/auction goods and services 
from a number of known or unknown suppliers. 

► E-informing; gathering and distributing purchasing information both from and to 
internal and external parties using Internet technology 

Harink (2004) positioned the e-procurement tools in van Weele's purchasing process, 
which resulted in the following model, see figure 5-1. 

31 ERP means: Enterprise Resource System, a business management comput.ersystem. 
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Figure 5-1: Positioning of the different e-procurement tools in van Weele's purchasing process 
(Source: Harink, 2004) 

To position the e-procurement tools, the purchasing process model is divided in an 
information part and a transaction part, which is further divided in a direct and an indirect 
spend part. 

Reganiing to the project scope, maverick buying occurs during the activities in the 
operational procurement process for the indirect spend. 
The e-procurement tools operating in this area are: 

► E-ordering tools; 
► E-informing tools. 

In the scope of this project, a deeper insight of e-ordering and e-informing is needed to 
understand the abilities and disabilities of these tools to mitigate maverick buying and 
fulfill other background and departmental objectives. 

5.4. £-informing 
E-informing; also called: purchasing intelligence, can be implemented to have better and 
more efficient access to up-to-date purchasing information and is; in contradiction to the 
other mentioned tools, only for information providing and not directly associated with 
accomplishing the procurement process. 
E-informing tools includes email, online newsletter, chat rooms and websites on Internet, 
intranet or extranet; dependent of the target group. 
Information can be provided on operational, tactical and strategic level, for instance 
about: 

► Business purchasing process 
► Available supplier contracts 
► Purchasing improvement projects 
► Purchasing terms and conditions 
► Contact area for problems 
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Besides information providing for purchasing department, also information can be 
provided for internal clients or suppliers to create more transparency in the purchasing 
activities. 
De Boer et al. (2001) mention; the effect of e-informing tools will be larger if the 
experience with Internet technology of suppliers, internal clients and purchasers is higher. 
This tool can also function as an information platform for the Web-based ERP and e
ordering tool. 
For the usage of e-informing, IT support will be needed heavily, as the actual 
implementation involves coupling different information systems together, giving rise to 
higher operational purchasing activity costs. The actual amount of that will depend on 
whether a company already has a good IT -support infrastructure or not. 

5.5. E-ordering 

5.5.1. Application area of e-ordering tools 
E-ordering, or e-MR.O32

, automates the operational purchasing steps by: creating and 
approving purchasing requisitions, placing purchase orders and receiving goods and 
services by using a software system based on Internet technology. 
In literature the Kraljic portfolio model is used to link different electronic solutions to 
different purchasing purposes, see figure 5-2 below. 

Leverage Strategic 

Goal: Price Goal: Relationship 

Virtual auctions Web-based ERP/ 
EDI 

Routine Bottleneck 
Goal: Process Goal:Secure Suppl) 

E-ordering Supplier specific 
E-solution E-solutions 

Low Supply risk High 

High 

Impact on 
financial results 

Low 

Figure S-2: Different electronic solutions for different purchasing solutions (Source: van Weele and 
Rozemeijer, 2000) 

32 MRO stands for maintenance, repair and operating supplies. 
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E-ordering is linked to routine products, which is based on the fact these products are 
relative low value products and being ordered in high volumes33

• High order volume and 
low product value results, in some cases, in procure-to-pay process costs exceeding 
product cost price. Especially these kinds of products can benefit from e-ordering by 
lowering order costs. SP&S NPR spend consists of mainly low value / high volume, 
according to Kraljic known as routine products34

• 

5.5.2. Benefits and risks 
Several researchers studied e-ordering's benefits and risks already, in the table 5-2 a list 
of benefits are summarized, in table 5-3 the possible risks are summarized. 

-
Author 

Harink, 2004 
Van Weele,2002 
Treese, 1998 

Harink, 2004 

Harink, 2004 
Davila, 2002 

Benefit Savin otentials 

Better awareness of purchasing knowledge and No measurements. 
existence of supplier contracts. 

More satisfaction at internal client/user. 
(High extent of clickability) 

Higher efficiency; from a paper based to an 
electronic process. 

No measurements. 

!I Van Weele,2002 
, Nee( 2001 

40%to 75% 
savmgs on process 
costs. 

De Boer, 2001 
Treese, 1998 
Angeles, 2002 Fewer mistakes at data input from user. No measurements 
Davila, 2002 
Treese, 1998 
Neef, 2001 Decentralized operational purchasing process No measurements 
Angeles, 2002 leads to more capacity for tactical and strategic 

purchasing process. 
Angeles, 2002 Higher price discount, as a result of better used Average saving: 
Neef, 2001 supplier contract (less suppliers, less maverick 10%from NPR 
Davila, 2002 buying) spend 
Van Weele,2002 
Angeles, 2002 Shorter lead-times. Average reduction 

I 

! Davil 2002 tw 1-a, be een 5 days. 
' yan Weele,2002 

Table 5-2: Benefits of e-ordering and estimated saving potentials 

33 E-ordering is not only useable for routine products, but fur all straight rebuys ofNPR 
products/commodities with high order volwnes. 

34 Classification Medtronic's NPR products; see appendix 14. 
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-- ____ .. , -· 
• < •- ' s< • ••-•C•••~•- •~ --Author Risk How to avoid 

Davila, 2002 Low extent of adoption of the e- Apply e-ordering adoption 
ordering tool by the users. model 

' I 
l 

Davila, 2002 Not only a successful operating e- IT support and continuous I 
I 

Harink, 2004 ordering tool is needed, but it also communication I 
' 

has to be integrated with the existing I 

I information system. I 

! 
Harink, 2004 Too many changes in purchasing First improve current I 

! 
procedures. procedures, then e- I 

procurement. 
I 
i 
! 

Harink, 2004 Less attention to system user Besides applying an e-
adoption model, set up an 
easy to use system, whit high 
extent ofclickability35

• I 

Harink, 2004 Too high expectation, concerning Reduce customizing the e-
the return on investment ordering (customizing has ; 

high impact on return on ' 

' investment). j 
Table 5-3: Risks of e-ordering solutions 

5.5.3. Systems 
E-ordering can be split into three basic catalog models36

, namely; 

I. Buyer-centric catalog 
2. Supplier-centric catalog 
3. Third-party or marlcetplace catalog 

Besides a homemade e-ordering catalog or an available marlcetplace, it is also possible to 
buy a standardized e-ordering system. 
Several familiar companies/systems in this marlcet are: 

• Ariba; Ariba buyer 
• SAP; mySAP SRM 

35 High clickabilty, means: the user can only click on pre-described choices, instead of filling in 
themselves. This results on the one hand in an easy to use system for the user; the user doesn't need to 
think what should be filled in. And on the other hand does this lead to less variance in the data input, 
which results in more reliable reporting. 

36 The three basic catalog models are further explained in appendix 15. 
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• Oracle; Oracle 
• 12-Technologies; i2 
• PinkRoccade; Proquro 

The one-time costs for an e-ordering tool vary from€ 50,000 (basic module) increased 
with the fee per user (€ 500 per user) for the Proquro system from PinkRoccade to 
between€ 250,000 and€ 2,000,000 dependent on the number of users for the Ariba buyer 
system from Ariba. 
Besides these one-time costs, there are yearly returning costs for maintenance and up
dates, which can be estimated on 18-20% of the one-time costs37

• 

5.6. Conclusions 
In chapter 5, it was concluded that maverick buying at Medtronic mainly occurs through 
unawareness of the existence of the supplier contracts. In order to mitigate maverick 
buying, Medtronic should increase this awareness at their internal clients. 

In this chapter, it is described that the e-procurement tools: e-informing and e-ordering, 
increase the awareness of the existence of supplier contracts. 

Besides; increasing awareness, the SP&S department can also benefit from other 
advantages, listed in table 5-2, in favour of the departmental- and business- goals to 
create savings. 
E-informing can be used, except for increasing the awareness of supplier contracts, also 
for better communication between SP&S department, internal clients and suppliers in 
total, like: communicating and explaining problems and situations related to purchasing 
activities. 
According to several researches E-ordering also provides in a more efficient operational 
purchasing process, higher price discount as a result of higher leverage, more satisfaction 
at the users, fewer mistakes at the order-data input and shorter lead times, see table 5-2 

Looking back at the other motives for maverick buying in § 4.4, several of these 
mentioned motives for maverick buying can also be reduced by using an e-informing and 
e-ordering tool, namely: 

• Long delivery time (see table 5-2) 
• Inefficient order process (see table 5-2) 
• Bad pricing (more transparency about the subjects described in§4-3, by using e

informing tool) 
• Incompetent supplier (by creating a platform for collecting user complaints in the 

e-informing tool) 
• Poor quality (by creating a platform for collecting user complaints in the e

informing tool) 

37 Harink, 2004, pp. 99 
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Intermezzo III 
This Intermezzo function as a moment to step back and define the specs that arised 
during the previous chapter, potential solutions to manage maverick buying. All the specs 
together can be seen as the frame-work in which the final project design has to function. 

At the moment this graduate assignment was written, Medtronic United States set up a 
business case on global level for an e-procurement module, including an e-ordering 
system. The exact implementation date is still unknown, but it is expected not earlier then 
FY08. 
This means that in mid-short term an e-procurement module will be implemented and 
maverick buying will be mitigated. 
In order to benefit earlier from the described savings in this report, in the next step a 
temporary solution will be developed. 

: ► The fin~ :proj~t -desigt1\~~f.·h.~:- ~ :e~yj~{use solutiont . b~- -~f th~:j~{•<i'f . 
• :.: .. : · ... pressureto -adoptorganiiati~ijal~~\~f~•atM~unnic. · · i .··•··•··: 
j }>. . Th~ ~kp©j~t design must .ri:utigate·:.~~~;.b\iyitfg -~(-- th~ NPR spend ·,at -th~ 

•• ~·EM~:ffl~i~atMed~if> .. _. ;;·0:::-i?"f/bh . ·: •1,·••;· \/: ..... ,: d .· _· :·< 
The. fm.j{. prQject . d~p .. U1U$t be g:i , ~ . . . . . tb . ~ . ~ . :d~~ental 

' ::,:~:
1::::1•=-y~~~~=-~~•:~~-~ .. i:. 

' witb,iri:at4netrame·of:tbree.years~) :,.•:•:::{:X::f:{ ><·.•·· .·. . '·.' ' . ..·· .·' . ' .. ► · aji~-.~ .projectde~igrrmust compati~!~f ~itli •:$AP./~W:~~ lll!d OB~l{) .. ·.. · 
.. ;.'·. '".'.,,'.·,:_;: _; .·:·.. . :•. :, .. ·,.: . :', :.--·'._{tf:?,(:·:/-/,: .. ·-.: ,. 

► · 11te•fi!Ull•~roj~td.~i.gn•ntUStjnfo~-~y the mterrt~i¥lieiit:~AA·•~::m.Jtjg~te maverick 
bu · . ·.. •· (:/:: . · · ···· ;. · . . . · ... :·.·,:.·<•,: :: ,: .·• . <,, .. 

·ying" . . . ·--. ;< ,:.: =:.-·-::· '."::·/~-:::- . 

. · .. ► ·: J;he .final proj~:t:~sign must\~l~~~~-~~µµ~~ -J)h.)bl•· 1it¥,;~~~:·1~J~H 
'.:;.:w\:•~~=~trts~proetm? to:~~;'.·~i®~$::i~~f;§'ms~~~-intem/:~;pent·to:the.SP&~ ·• 
► the· iinal·'. p~j~ _pesign: musi-:be able ·to·: encapsultte e~pro4Z~elllent solutions. ~r 

purchasing e~d S()lUtiO~$ toi,ii#lerlng and invo}iitig. .. 
: ► The final p~j~t designi fu~: .: ijnp;_p~~ .. i.~~/~wateness of $upplier con~f;at:: ~~;: 

· intem~l clie4ts~ especially th<;se-who are·•:n.4f«m¾t1y linked to~ SP&S depamnent. • .. • . 
. .. . .. ·.•., .·" ·. ··. · .. ··: :.·.-.. :.:,: .. ··.::."-·.','. ' ' .. ·... . . 

► The final project design must decrease ordering lead-times. 
► The final project design must be a temporary solution for approximately two or three 

years. 

► The final project design must be low budget; € 5,000 - 10,000. 

► The final project design must be based on e-ordering and e-informing technology. 

► The final project design must be based on a proper implementation plan, in which the 
TAM model is discussed in order to discover the perceived adoption of the final 
project design. 
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Chapter 6: Design & implementation 
This chapter describes a temporary e-procurement solution for the SP&S department, 
which can be used until the Medtronic global e-procurement solution has been 
implemented. 
Further in this chapter, important issues concerning e--0rdering and e-informing will be 
described. 

6.1. Temporary solution 
In order to make benefit of the saving opportunities, mentioned in §5.5.2, by using e
procurement tools, and do not wait until the global e-procurement implementation, this 
chapter describes a temporary solution for the SP&S department. 

6.2. Design of the web portal 
During this project a design for a web portal is developed based on Microsoft Publisher 
software. The web portal is a combination of an e-ordering tool and an e-informing tool, 
in which the internal client can order its products via a step-by-step process at the 
preferred Medtronic supplier. 

► Thee-ordering part of the portal is a buyer centric catalog with punch-outs38 to web 
catalogs from the preferred suppliers. In the supplier's e-ordering tool the internal 
client can view a set of products, which are selected by the SP&S department in 
cooperation with the supplier. Every internal client gets its own login code and can 
order up to a preset value each month, determined by the SP&S department and the 
internal client's manager. The owner of the order process is the supplier, which 
means that the supplier has to maintain the e-catalog. This is in contrary to the e
informing tool, where the SP&S department owner of the system is. 
In case the preferred supplier hasn't got an e-catalog available, the order process has 
to be provided in thee-informing part of the web portal. 

► The e-informing part of the portal provides the internal clients with information about 
different subjects: 
• How to contact the responsible buyer for certain commodities. 
• List of current purchasing projects. 
• List of preferred suppliers. 
• How to walk through the purchasing process for the different 

products/commodities. 

38 Punch out means a link from the web portal to the supplier's e-ordering catalog for information 
exchange. 
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6.3. Functionali.ty of the web portal 
The internal client can enter the web portal's main page by clicking an icon on the 
desktop39

• 

From here the internal client can navigate through the web portal, for instance to: project 
list, SP&S employee list, service list and the product list. 

For ordering products the internal clients has to click on the product list, after clicking the 
icons of the different commodity groups appear40

• 

By clicking on the appropriate commodity group the internal client enters a lower level 
product list, either via a login in the supplier's catalog41 or in case there is no supplier's 
catalog for that certain commodity group a lower level product list appears within the 
web portal system42

• 

By clicking on one of the products the order process steps appear43
• By following these 

steps the internal client will stick to the SP&S department's policy; right supplier, right 
order process, right invoice process, right agreements and for a better price. 

6.4. Web portal costs 
As in the intermezz.o II can be read; the costs for the temporary solution should not 
exceed € 10,000. In order to keep the expenses low, there is chosen to use "Microsoft 
Publisher", which is an easy to use software program to create websites. 
The SP&S departmental management assistant is trained in developing websites and is 
able to set up the web portal further. 

Implementation costs: 

► Microsoft Publisher: 

► Web portal development: 
► Set up supplier's catalog 
► Set up order process 

Maintenance costs: 

Costs I effort ( executor) 

No additional costs: Standard Medtronic 
software 
4 weeks workload (management assistant) 
3 days per supplier (responsible buyer) 
3 days per product group (responsible buyer) 
(in case ofno supplier e-catalog) 

The maintenance costs depend on the frequency procedures and standardized products 
have to be changed. 
The maintenance costs with regards to the e-ordering system are relative low, because 
this has to be executed by the supplier. The Medtronic SP&S department have only a 
steering and controlling function. 
In case of product or procedure changes at suppliers without an e-catalog the effort is 
higher, because these changes in the web portal have to be managed by the SP&S 
department itself: 

39 See appendix 16; figure 16-1 shows the main page of the SP&S web portal. 
40 See appendix 16; figure 16-2 shows the commodity product list. 
41 See appendix 16; figure 16-3 shows the punch out (=link) to supplier's catalog. 
42 See appendix 16; figure 16-4 lower level product list. 
43 See appendix 16; figure 16-5 order process steps. 
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6.5. Implementation plan 
In order to accomplish a successful e-ordering implementation is the following 
implementation plan developed. The steps, which should be taken, are based on literature 
from Harink (2004) and Doome (2000). 

Figure 6-1: Implementation steps for web portal 

Step A: Compile project group 
Compile a multifunctional project group is a requirement to lead this implementation to a 
successful project. An ideal project group requires: 

► Project leader (responsible buyer) 
► Financial person (issues according to invoicing) 
► IT person (technical support) 
► Supplier 
► Internal client 

Step B: Select applicable commodity group 
Determine which commodity group should be implemented in the web portal. This 
depends on: complexity of the order process, improvement potentials of the commodity 
group and the supplier e-catalog possibilities. 

Step C: Communicate plan to supplier and internal client/user 
Discus the consequences of the implementation concerning the supplier and internal 
clients. Let the supplier and the internal clients introduce innovative thoughts for 
improving the quality of the system. Involvement of these groups will increase the 
adoption of the web portal. 

Step D: Implementation of the process 
In order to make the ease of use as high as possible, tiy to set up the same standardized 
processes for each commodity group. Try, because the process set up is mainly dependent 
from the supplier's system abilities. The higher the ease of use for the user, the higher the 
adoption of the web portal becomes. Standardized processes make it also easier to 
develop and use reports. 

Step E: Pilot phase 
Implementations of these kinds of systems appear to be in practice right after the 
implementation not as effective and efficient as it was planed. In order to secure the 
internal clients the possibility to continue ordering, a pilot phase has to be established. 
During the pilot phase the project team is able to make improvements on the system and 
use this information as input for the evaluation and the next implementation cycle. 
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Step F: Evaluation 

I 
Medlronic: 

Evaluate the implementation steps and use the learning points in the next implementation 
cycle. 

Step G: Implementation of the next commodity group 
Start all over from step A. 

In practice the internal user plays a significant role concerning the final succes of a 
technology implementation and its adoption. Espacially in an environment like 
Medtronic, where new technologies only will be adopted in case of easy to use systems, 
is the role of the internal user very important. 
Therefore, before starting the implementation it is recommendable to understand the 
future Web portal adoption by the user, by using TAM44. Technology acceptance model 
(TAM) was developed to explain computer usage behaviour. The model is based on six 
factors, namely: external variables, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude 
toward using, behavioral intention and actual use. By understanding future user 
behaviour by applying and investigating a suivey based on the TAM model for the 
internal clients, future problems in the area of adoption of e-procurement tools by the 
internal users can be identified. This could result in a training for the internal client or a 
different technology web portal set up in order to increase the user web portal adoption in 
advance. 

44 Davis et al., 1989. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions & recommendations 
This is the final chapter; in section 7.1 the conclusions with regard to the research 
assignment will be evaluated based on the research questions, and finally in section 7.2 
the recommendations to Medtronic will be provided. 

7.1. Conclusions 
The following research assignment was the basis for this research: 

Investigate maverick buying for NPR goods and develop, based on these results, 
improvement proposals against the background of the business and departmenta,l 
objectives. 

To pass through this research in a structured way the research assignment is split up in six 
research questions, which are used below to evaluate the research conclusions. 

1) What are the reasons to decrease maverick buying? 

This research question was needed to prove mitigating maverick buying is necessary. 
Several reasons were described in chapter 4, why maverick buying must be mitigated. 
The key results that are distinguished are listed below. 
► Higher product prices paid 
► Higher order costs 
► Bad legal contract and other agreements 
► Higher invoice costs 
► No or unsubstantial products support 
► Unreliable reporting 

2) In what extent occurs maverick buying at Medtronic? 

This research question was needed to prove the assumption; there is maverick buying 
at Medtronic. 
Four commodities were investigated in what extent maverick buying occurred: Lease 
cars, preferred hotels, office supplies and rental cars. 
It appeared that in case only a few people were responsible for ordering products for a 
certain commodity, the extent of maverick buying was much lower as in the situation 
where a lot of people are responsible for ordering 

More buyers; means more possible situations for maverick buying, and means a more 
difficult way for SP&S department to control maverick buying. 
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3) What are the motives, which causes maverick buying at Medtronic? 

In order to develop improvement proposals for mitigating maverick buying, first the 
underlying problems have to be determined. 
By means of a suivey the following motives for maverick buying have been exposed: 

► Not aware of a supplier contract 
► Incompetent supplier 
► Long delivery time 
► Inefficient order process 
► Bad pricing 
► Poor quality 

By far the most used motive for maverick buying was "not aware of supplier 
contract'', with 49%. 

4) What is, according to literature, the best in practice solution(s) for decreasing the 
motives that causes maverick buying? 

Academic literature is studied to develop improvement proposals, which mitigate 
maverick buying by assimilating the exposed motives causing maverick buying. 

According to the studied literature two e-procurements tools, namely e-informing and 
e-ordering, are appropriate for mitigating maverick buying. 
Research results confirmed the followings benefits of e-ordering and e-informing: 

► Increasing supplier awareness and purchasing knowledge ( e-ordering & e-
informing). 

► More satisfaction at internal client by using e-ordering tools ( e-ordering) 
► Shorter lead times (e-ordering) (see table 5-2) 
► Higher efficiency, which results in lower process costs. 
► Decentralized operational purchasing process leads to higher capacity for tactical 

and strategic purchasing at the SP&S department. 
► Less maverick buying 
► Higher price discounts 
► More reliable order data input 

5) How to implement the developed web portal to support Medtronic in decreasing the 
motives that causes maverick buying? 

If SP&S takes the decision to implement either the web portal solution, or the global 
e-procurement solution, they should follow a structured implementation plan. 
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Before using the implementation plan it is recommendable to understand computer 
usage behaviour of the internal clients by using TAM. Technology acceptance models 
(TAM) were developed to explain future user behaviour. Knowing certain kinds of 
behaviour in advance can be taken into the final design of the implementation plan. 
Using TAM results and processing this information into the final design, before the 
actual implementation, results in a higher adoption level of the implemented 
technology or system. 
After using TAM, the implementation can be executed by using the implementation 
plan described in§ 6.5. 

Figure 7-1: Implementation steps for web portal 

Final conclusion: 

Looking back at the research assignment: 

Investigate maverick buying for NPR goods and develop, based on these results, 
improvement proposals against the background of the business and departmental 
objectives. 

This research report describes the investigation of maverick buying by looking deeper 
into the following subjects: 

► Reasons for mitigating maverick buying 
► Cost savings 
► Extent of maverick buying at Medtronic 
► Motives for maverick buying 

Based on these results e-ordering and e-informing systems are advised as most 
appropriate tools for increasing the awareness of supplier contracts and mitigating 
maverick buying in general. A first explanation of the planned improvement proposal at 
the management assistants meeting, has been received ve:ry positively by the biggest 
group of internal clients. 
If SP&S is able to implement the proposed e-procurement systems successful and 
increase the power to oblige adoption of purchasing procedures by the internal clients, 
this will result in a mitigation of maverick buying. 

In line with the business and departmental objectives, mainly to reduce purchasing costs 
with 15 million euro within a timeframe of three years, the effect of the realization of this 
project could lead to a yearly reduction in spend between € 2.8 million and € 7 million. 
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7.2. Recommendations 
Arising from the conclusions, a number of important issues have been identified which 
require further attention. 

► As a result of the Medtronic cultural situation and the current Medtronic 
organizational situation, the SP&S is missing the power to oblige adoption of 
purchasing procedures by the internal clients. 
Purchasing management should be positioned higher in the organizational structure to 
create a better negotiation position. 

► An appropriate way to improve processes is to continuously measure performance, 
which is translated into reports. 
The relevance of reporting has several purposes: 

supports decisions to be taken; 
- helps managing expectations; 

identifies improvements; 
- builds momentum, awareness and anticipation; 
- it helps to encourage better performance; 

and it gives useful reference points for executive discussions. 
In the points below are several potential KPI's mentioned: 

- compliance rate 
- order fulfillment rates 
- order response time 
- order lead time 

► Untill this moment data has to be collected from several reporting tools in the SP&S 
department, not only from systems inside Medtronic, but also the SP&S department 
has to rely on data from outside Medtronic, from its suppliers. 
In order to improve the functionality of reporting, SP&S should strive to one standard 
reporting tool, like; SAP. 
SP&S should consider if they set up for each order a mandatory SAP order to 
improve their reliability due to reporting. 
The future global e-ordering implementation, regardless if it becomes Ariba or 
mySAP, posses the functionality to create automatically a SAP order. 

► To make full benefit of the web portal SP&S should screen their suppliers on 
availability of e-catalogs. Screening the supplier's product list could result in 
increasing purchase volume at one supplier, instead of the same volume divided over 
several suppliers. Single sourcing results in higher discounts. 

► SP&S should not only improve awareness of supplier contracts by implementation of 
these e-informing and e-ordering tools, personal visits of the different Medtronic 
locations could improve commitment of settled management, which may result in 
pressure to follow the SP&S procedures at these locations. 
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